
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
16 May 2014 
 
 
Philippine Stock Exchange, Inc. 
3rd Floor, Philippine Stock Exchange Plaza, 
Ayala Triangle, Ayala Avenue, Makati City 
 
 

Attention:   Ms. Janet Encarnacion 
    Head, Disclosure Department 
 
Gentlemen: 
 
 Further to the Company’s earlier disclosures on the Letter dated 22 April 2014 of 
the Mines and Geosciences Bureau (“MGB”) relating to the suspension of mining 
operations of its subsidiary Marcventure Mining and Development Corporation 
(“MMDC”) in the Carrascal and Cantilan portions of its MPSA contract area, we wish to 
update the Exchange on the latest developments on the issues as well as the steps 
undertaken by the Company and its subsidiary, MMDC to resume its mining 
operations.   
 

On May 8, 2014, MMDC filed a motion for reconsideration requesting the MGB 
to reconsider its findings and lift the suspension of its mining operations in Carrascal 
and Cantilan for lack of basis.   Among others, the Company reiterated that it secured 
all the necessary approvals before commencing its operations in Carrascal and relied in 
good faith on the same. The Company has likewise reiterated that it has complied with 
all the necessary measures within its control for its operations in Cantilan. 

 
In any event, without admitting that it violated any DENR regulation, MMDC 

has submitted an amended DMPF covering both Cantilan and Carrascal portions of the 
MPSA contract area, which would remedy any alleged violations MMDC has 
committed with regard to the Carrascal portion.   

 
With regard to MGB’s directive that the Company should develop the Cantilan 

portion in accordance with the Three (3) – Year Work Program, we note that MGB had 
already certified on 24 April 2014 that MMDC is compliant in developing the Cantillan 
portion of the contract area in accordance with its Three-Year Work Program and thus, 



 
 

the suspension of the extraction and disposition of ore in the Cantilan area was not 
necessary.   The MGB Certification dated 24 April 2014 expressly states as follows: 

 
“In connection with the application for the amendment of the 

approved partial Declaration of Mining Project Feasibility (DMP) of 
Marcventures Mining and Development Corporation, this is to 
certifiy that: 

 
1. The company has substantially implemented the 3-

year Development Work Program under the MPSA No. 016-93-X; 
 

2. Submitted the necessary reportorial requirements 
pursuant to the Philippine Mining Act of 1995 (RA 7942) and its 
Implementing Rules and Regulations (DAO 2010-21); and 
 

3. Paid the Occupation Fees covering the period of CY 
2013-2014 (pls. see attachment).”   
(Emphasis supplied.) 

 
We further advise that MMDC and the parties that prevented MMDC from 

implementing its mitigation measures (a fact recognized in the report of 
Multidisciplinary Team dated 14 April 2014) have executed an agreement to cease the 
barricade in the MPSA area.    
 
 The Company would like to assure its shareholders and stakeholders that it is 
taking all necessary measures for the immediate resumption of its mining operations 
and working within the framework, processes and regulations of the DENR and MGB.  
 

 
        Very truly yours, 
 
 
          Diane Madelyn C. Ching 
        Assistant Corporate Secretary 
 


